PURO Frame & Clips
ASHRAE front loading frames & accessories

Introduction
The Purolator PURO Frame ASHRAE
holding frame is a 3", 16-guage galvanized
steel ASHRAE holding frame that can be
used to hold ﬁlters individually, or be used in
mutiple banks. All ﬁlters are held in place with
individual clips to accommodate a wide variety
of ﬁlters measuring 1" – 12".
Each PURO Frame is manufactured with
several features of construction which support
use in a variety of HVAC applications and
ensure it will outperform the competition.
Construction Features
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304 stainless steel.
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guarantees sheared deburred preformed
edges, mounting alignment dimples, and ﬂush
mitered/welded corners.
Suggested Specifications
1.) Holding frames shall be the PURO Frame
ASHRAE
holding frame type.

PURO Frame ASHRAE Holding Frame

2.) These shall be constructed of 16-guage galvanized or
Type 304 stainless steel.
3.) All corners shall be mitered, continuously welded
and ground to form a smooth surface between the
frame sealing surface and gasket at the corner points
of the sealing ﬂange.
4.) All sheared edges of the frame shall be deburred
prior to ﬁnal assembly.
5.) The holding frames shall have pre-punched
mounting holds to assure proper alignment and
assembly
Size Availability (H" X W")
24"x 24"

PURO Frame ASHRAE Holding Frame with Filter

20"x 20"
24"x 12"

NOTE: PURO Clips information is on the reverse

PURO-Clips
A set of four HFFC-AC02 or HFFC-AC04
may be used to attach a preﬁlter to the face of
a rigid box ﬁlter by using an HFFFC-2312 or
HFFC-AC12 clip arrangement

HFFC-AC02 or HFFC-AC04

HFFC-AC12
HFFC-2306
Spring clip for 6" rigid box ﬁlter
HFFFC-2312

The HFFC-23 clip style and a PURO seal
frame can accommodate a 2" ﬁlter or a
combination of ﬁlters with a maximum
thickness of 2".

HFFC-2305: For use in fastening a variety
of 3" or 4" ﬁlter conﬁgurations such as a 4"
pleated ﬁlter.

Our HFFC-001 through HFFC-0006 P-type
clip is eﬀective in securing 1" through 6" depth
ﬁlter combinations.

HFFC-2304
Clip for a bag ﬁlter in combination with a 2"
pre-ﬁlter (upstream or downstream access).
P-PUROCLIPFRAME-1208
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